Human Circuit Provides City of Rockville’s Television Station with Design and Integration of a Custom Portable Video Production System

*Wireless, cellular-based video transmission capability will be used in conjunction with the initial designed and integrated Rockville 11 Production System by Human Circuit*

Gaithersburg, MD (PRWEB) February 05, 2014 -- For more than fourteen years Human Circuit has been working on projects and upgrades for this local government TV station. This project is an extension of the Rockville 11 master control, post production, and production control systems upgrade that recently updated the channel’s aging technical infrastructure and provided the path for high definition workflow.

Based on Rockville 11’s request to bring its field production capabilities in line with its in-house production quality, Human Circuit provided a mobile production system that utilizes cellular-based video transmission. The LiveU - LU70 System will help Rockville 11 with live remote field production which they were unable to accomplish before. This is a powerful addition to the current Rockville 11 production environment, allowing live event coverage from virtually anywhere in the city.

Bruce Kaufmann, President and CEO of Human Circuit said; “We are huge proponents for cellular bonding technology that provides our broadcast clients with remote capabilities. We have enjoyed a great and long-standing relationship with the City of Rockville and their staff, who trusted our endorsement of this technology. This effort will give them a compact solution for more complete production coverage of their city.”

Aaron Dawkins, Acting Station Manager at Rockville 11 stated; “Human Circuit is always very sensitive to our needs. That’s why we’ve worked with them continuously for many, many years. They listen and let us bounce ideas around with the goal of solving our problems, not selling us equipment. We rely on them for their advice and trust heavily in their recommendations.”

Rockville 11 is the official award-winning government channel of the City of Rockville that presents programs on Comcast, Verizon and RCN channel 11, as well as 24/7 online streaming via the City’s website. Rockville 11 helps citizens connect with their city by providing programming that includes news, live public meetings and special features highlighting the City’s neighborhoods and residents.

About Human Circuit
Since 1965, Human Circuit has been a company of proven creative thinkers who are dedicated to providing technology integration solutions to clients in need of advanced video, audio, data and control systems for use in communications, training, broadcast, streaming, video on demand and presentation applications. With an engineering- and IT-centric core, Human Circuit designs and architects intuitive solutions that are aligned with a company’s business objectives, anticipated growth and user needs. Visit [www.humancircuit.com](http://www.humancircuit.com) for more information and a portfolio of our work.

Human Circuit enjoys a reputation as one of the top integrators in this industry due to several factors which include; longevity in the business and the experience that this 47 year history brings. They have an excellent understanding of the latest in technology solutions and provide, and a year-in year-out consistency in quality of work to their customers. They bridge the difficult gap between those who produce technology and those who need to use it.
Their extensive portfolio includes work for federal and state government entities, broadcast and television production studios, command and control centers, training facilities, distance learning centers, corporations and professional organizations, institutions of higher education, medical and healthcare facilities and entertainment and sports venues.
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Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.